FEATURE LEGEND

A - Skatepark Entrance
B - Slappy Curb
C - 4' Bank
D - Split Level Quarter Pipe (3’/5’)
E - Terraced Block Grind Ledges
F - 14’ Grind Ledge
G - 10’ Pier 7 Ledge
H - 14’ Flatbar
I - 2’ Banked Hip
J - 3’ Bank w/ Hubba, 6-Stair, Step-up, and Handrail
K - 3’ Banked Hips with Bank to Ledge/Manual Pad
L - 3’ Bank w/ 6-Stair and Hubba
M - 4’ bank with Quarter Pipe Extension
N - 4’ Banked Hips
O - 6’/10’ Pool
P - Large Flow Bowl
Q - User/Spectator Seating
R - Spectator Plaza / Accessible access to top deck

DESIGN INSPIRATION

The following design elements were influenced by community feedback based on previous design concepts:

- Plaza Space
- Skateable Planter
- Color Banding
- Transition Area with Rolled or Open Access
- Brick Stamped Concrete
- Long Street Course with Progression and Multiple...
SPRING VALLEY
ALL-WHEEL PARK

FEATURE LEGEND
A - Skatepark Entrance
B - Stacked Block Grind Ledges
C - Spring Valley Skatepark Artistic Logo
D - 14" Flat Bar
E - 3’ Quarter Pipe
F - 2.5’ Bank w/ hubbas, handrail, step-up and gap
G - 2.5’ Bank w/ hubbas, handrail, and 5-stair
H - Planter with Grindable Ledge Walls
I - 3.5’ Bank w/ 7-stair and handrail
J - 3.5’ Bank to Ledge/Manual Pad w/ Hip
K - Banked Hip and Transitional Hip
LPyramid
M - Stamped China Bank
N - Laid Back Bank
O - 2.5’ Quarter Pipe with 1’ Extension
P - Replica Butterfly Bowl with Rolled Entry
Q - 5’/8.5’ Flow Bowl with Extension
R - User/Spectator Seating

DESIGN INSPIRATION
The following design elements were influenced by community feedback based on previous design concepts:
- Plaza Space
- Skateable Planter
- Color Banding
- Transition Area with Rolled or Open Access
- Brick Stamped Concrete
- Long Street Course with Progression and Multiple
The following design elements were influenced by community feedback based on previous design concepts:

- Plaza Space
- Skateable Planter
- Color Banding
- Transition Area with Rolled or Open Access
- Brick Stamped Concrete
- Long Street Course with Progression and Multiple

**FEATURE LEGEND**

- A - Spectator Plaza with Possible Shade Sails
- B - Skatepark Entrance
- C - 3' Flip Bank
- D - 14’ Flatbar
- E - Stacked Ledge/Manual Pad Combo
- F - 3.5’ Corner Quarter Pipe
- G - A-Frame / Tabletop with Handrail
- H - 3’ Bank with Hubba, Handrail, and 6-Stair
- I - 3’ Volcano
- J - 3’ Banked Hip
- K - 3’ Hipped Quarter Pipe and Long Straight Wall
- L - Snake Run
- M - Replica Rom Bowl with Ditch Entry
- N - Planter With Seating and Possible Shade Sails
The following design elements were influenced by community feedback based on previous design concepts:

- Plaza Space
- Skateable Planter
- Color Banding
- Transition Area with Rolled or Open Access
- Brick Stamped Concrete
- Long Street Course with Progression and

FEATURE LEGEND

A - Skatepark Entrance
B - Spectator Seating Area / Lawn Seating
C - 4’ Corner Quarter Pipe
D - 14” Grind Ledge
E - 14” Flat Bar
F - Stamped Pyramid with Grind Ledge
G - 3.5’ Bank with 7-Stair, Hubbas, and Handrail
H - 3’ Corner Pocket Quarter Pipe
I - 3’ Volcano
J - 5’ / 9’ Pool with Pool Coping and Tile
K - 2.5’ Quarter Pipe with Extension
L - Stacked Ledge / Slappy Manual Pad
M - A-Frame with Snow Plow Ledge
N - 3 Sided Banked Hips with Bank to Ledge
O - 1’ Bank w/ Ride on Ledge and Flat/Down Handrail
P - Street Flow Bowl
Q - Grind Ledge / Bowl Seating

DESIGN INSPIRATION